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Kerry: Welcome to Marketing Smarts, a podcast brought to you by 

MarketingProfs. I’m your host Kerry O’Shea Gorgone. Thanks for 

listening. 

 We really do appreciate your feedback, so if you have thoughts on the 

podcast or if you have an idea for a future guest, we would love to 

hear from you. Please do drop me a line on Twitter @KerryGorgone, 

write us a comment on our website, or write us a review on iTunes. 

 Today on Marketing Smarts I’ll talk with Dr. Carl Marci. He founded 

Innerscope Research in 2004, following his work measuring empathy 

in the doctor-patient relationship. The company was founded on the 

principle that consumers can’t with any dependable accuracy actually 

tell you how they think, feel, and act.  

 He founded Innerscope to solve this problem through consumer 

neuroscience, which enables marketers to measure and analyze our 

non-conscious emotional responses. They use tools like biometrics, 

EEG, facial coding and eye-tracking, all to know what’s really going on 

with you while you’re looking at advertising content or watching the 

Super Bowl.  

 Earlier this year Innerscope was purchased by Nielsen and the division 

was renamed Nielsen Consumer Neuroscience. I invited Dr. Marci to 

Marketing Smarts to talk about consumer neuroscience, what makes 

buyers tick both in a B-to-C and a B-to-B environment, and what 

marketers can do to reach today’s consumer knowing that their 

purchase journey is very different than how it use to be. I’m excited to 

have Carl with us today.  

 Dr. Marci, thanks so much for talking with me.  

Dr. Marci: Happy to be here.  

Kerry: Let’s talk about consumer neuroscience and why it matters to 

marketers. As you’ve written about, the path to purchase is completely 

different today. 

http://www.marketingprofs.com/podcasts/
http://twitter.com/KerryGorgone
http://www.marketingprofs.com/podcasts/
http://www.innerscoperesearch.com/
http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/solutions/capabilities/consumer-neuroscience.html
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Dr. Marci: First of all, maybe we should define what consumer neuroscience is. 

Consumer neuroscience is quite simply the application of neuroscience 

principles to marketing and media questions. We use a variety of tools 

that come from healthcare and academia, and we combine them in 

different ways depending on our client’s business questions to capture 

some element of non-conscious processing.  

 The big shift in the science has been over the last 50 years a growing 

understanding and appreciation not only of the brain, how it works and 

all its intricacies, but also that while our conscious awareness feels like 

the whole show there is a lot more going on underneath that we’re not 

aware of that really drives a lot of important behaviors for marketers.  

Kerry: We like to think that we’re rational beings making decisions based on 

facts, but in fact it’s emotion. 

Dr. Marci: That’s right. 

Kerry: What kinds of factors are driving us that maybe we’re not aware of?  

Dr. Marci: I think the biggest one is our emotional world. People have a common 

sense of what emotions are – these feeling states of happy, sad, or 

ambivalent – but that’s really just a small portion of our emotional 

world. I encourage people to think about emotions not as an event, 

like “oh, I was happy,” but as a continuous process. 

 Our emotional world, particularly on a non-conscious level, is always 

on and it’s evaluating our environment. It allows us to filter 

information so that we can tell what’s relevant and what’s not. You can 

take our brains, 100 billion neurons with each one making between 

10,000 and 20,000 connections, thought to be the most complex 

entity in the known universe. We all have one, but it’s constantly 

changing. How do our brains decide what to approach, what to avoid, 

and what to ignore? That’s what our emotions really have evolved to 

do.  

 From a process perspective, we take in information from our five 

senses and then the first thing our emotion centers do is decide 

whether it’s relevant or not. If it’s relevant, then the show begins and 
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we direct attention or resources toward it, we have this coordinated 

brain and body response that begins to process it. 

 Then there are really four outputs or expressions of emotion that 

matter. One that we’re all familiar is verbal, “Wow, that was great,” or, 

“Man, I’m really happy right now.” That’s the one most people are 

familiar with. The second one is nonverbal. We might smile, shrug our 

shoulder, or change our body language.  

 The other two, people don’t often think about. The third one is a 

behavior; you might move toward something or away from something. 

The fourth one is one of the most subtle, which is we might store that 

information in our memory for future use.  

 By taking a broader view of emotion and using technologies that can 

capture the process I just described at multiple points below our 

conscious awareness is really part of the power of consumer 

neuroscience. 

Kerry: Because those factors are below our conscious awareness, as you say, 

when we’re trying to self-report things to marketers, like in focus 

groups and surveys, is it possible that we’re lying even though we’re 

trying to be honest?  

Dr. Marci: I don’t think people actively lie except on rare occasions, but I think 

people have less access to information than they realize and that we 

rationalize. I think one of the great quotes of neuroscience is that “we 

are not rational humans that sometimes have emotion, we’re 

emotional beings that occasionally are rational.” 

 And then, number two, we are rationalizing, our brains are trying to 

make sense of things, so often in traditional focus groups and surveys 

we’re asking people to evaluate things they rarely actually give 

thought to. “What were you thinking 10 seconds into that 30 second 

ad?” or “Last time you purchased Pampers, did you consider these 

other brands? Did you consider the softness?” No, you just formed a 

habit and that habit was formed early on through some brand 

impression that may have come through communications, may have 

come through word of mouth, may have come through your own 
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experience. We use habits, we use our emotional information and our 

non-conscious to make decisions more easy.  

 That’s one of the things I think marketers don’t realize. We think big 

decisions like automobile buying are rational. Is it really rational that 

you bought a Subaru and that love commercial had nothing to do with 

it, and the image it projects of your identity has nothing to do with it? 

It’s hard to find any category that is purely rational. Emotions play a 

factor in everything. 

Kerry: It’s difficult to take people out of the context in which they made the 

decision and then try to ask them to analyze it, because I think in the 

moment there’s so much going on. If you slowed down and considered 

it right then, maybe. If you had someone whispering in your ear, “Do 

you really want that Subaru? Why do you want the Subaru?” maybe 

then it would work. But I think after the fact you’re asking so much of 

people.  

Dr. Marci: Even then you’re actually interrupting what you normally do. By 

merely asking the question you’ve changed the way people are 

typically making decisions.  

 That leads to another great advantage of these tools. We collect our 

data as consumers are actually experiencing the communication, the 

package, or the product. So we’re not waiting until after the fact and 

saying, “Hey, what did you think of that experience?” It’s literally as 

they’re experiencing it. That’s another powerful component of this is 

that it doesn’t interrupt the experience. 

Kerry: You’re the cofounder and the Chief Science Officer of Innerscope 

Research, now owned by Nielsen, which specializes in consumer 

neuroscience. How did you first get interested in this? What prompted 

you to even start Innerscope Research?  

Dr. Marci: That’s a great question. I think I have sort of an unusual background 

in marketing. I’m a physician by training and I was on a very clear 

academic path as a neuro-psychiatrist, I had to NIH fellowships in 

neuroscience. I was actually very interested in patient-doctor 

empathy. I had this big idea that you couldn’t ask patients questions 
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about how empathic their doctors were, that it would probably be a 

very biased experience. Also, how do you monitor a patient-doctor 

interaction without interrupting it?  

 So I began 20 years ago hooking up patients and doctors using 

biometric sensors like skin conductors where I could measure the 

fluctuation in the electrical currents coming out of the emotion centers 

of their brains. The big idea was to measure not just the patient, but 

the patient and the doctor because they’re forming a relationship.  

 As I was doing that I found that there were these moments, 

particularly in good patient-doctor relationships, where the biometric 

signals would literally lineup and you couldn’t even distinguish who 

was who in these moments of synchrony. The more moments like 

these that occurred, the higher patients would rate the empathic 

abilities of their physician. I thought this was kind of interesting.  

 Along the way someone suggested to me that I should go to the MIT 

Media Lab when I was at Mass. General Hospital in Boston, which is 

only 10 minutes away from MIT, and we were fast friends. At the time 

at the MIT Media Lab they were building some of the first wearable 

platforms. If you’re familiar with smart-watches that can collect heart 

rate and other kinds of data, they were building the first generation of 

those. They were taking handheld computers and doing what MIT 

scientists do, taking them apart and attaching various sensors. 

 I look at that and I said, “Oh my goodness, what you have in the palm 

of your hand I have three boxes with all kinds of wires coming out of it 

and a laptop computer running, it would fill a suitcase and you can put 

all of that in your hand. We have to talk.” Now fast forward 20 some 

years and you can put it in a wristwatch from Apple or other 

companies that isn’t that dissimilar from what they were building then. 

Kerry: So you can use those same kinds of biometric signals in research to 

see how consumers are feeling at different points in purchases 

processes, right? I mean, if they’re willing to do that. “Put some 

electrodes on me while I sit down in the Subaru dealership.”  
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Dr. Marci: Yes. The idea was that we have networks of neurons that allow us to 

form powerful emotional connections with one another. What I was 

tapping into with patients and doctors, and the most empathic 

communications in a healthcare environment are very intimate and 

very emotional, what I realized is that while we have these powerful 

networks that allow us to connect with one another and there are lots 

of reasons from an evolutionary perspective why we would have them, 

we don’t turn them off and they’re not very discriminating, so we also 

form very powerful emotional connections with brands, products, and 

services. We’re really using a similar approach, which is how we 

emotionally connect with objects in the world, and measuring that for 

our clients. 

Kerry: How can brands then use what we know about the way people for 

attachments to create brand advocates or loyal customers? 

Dr. Marci: I think there are lots of ways to do that. One of the most important 

ways is to make sure you’re communicating in an emotionally 

authentic way with your consumers, whether that’s creating a video ad 

for television, or online as a preroll, or a package that stands off the 

shelf. Making sure that the right emotional tone that connects with 

your target consumer is there is something that we do every day and 

it’s something that is very hard to just ask people questions about. 

Kerry: One of the things you’ve talked about is how you can’t rely on what 

consumers tell you anymore, probably in part because they don’t 

realize all of the things that are driving them. What is a better way to 

figure out what your audience really needs and wants to form those 

connections with you? 

Dr. Marci: This is where the technology comes into play very nicely. We have a 

variety of technologies that we employ. Let me give a sense for some 

of them. 

 EEG (electroencephalography) allows us to put electrodes on people’s 

heads that measure 32 channels of brainwave information at 

subsecond levels. Then we can pull out of that whether their memories 
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are being activated, whether they’re emotionally approaching 

something, or whether their attention is shifting.  

 We also use biometric devices, like the chest belts and wristbands that 

can measure heart rate fluctuations and electrical activity in the skin. 

So we can capture both the brain response and the embodiment of 

emotion. 

 Then we also use eye-trackers that allow us to tell within a fraction of 

a centimeter exactly where people are looking in their environment, 

whether it’s looking at a package or in a store or watching a television 

ad. We combine that with facial coding where we can tell the 

expressions – are they smiling, are they acting surprised, or are they 

having a negative response. 

 Then we do actually in many cases talk to people, so we’ll have a short 

survey or a quick interview. It’s not to say that people’s conscious 

attitudes are always wrong, they’re just limited. So we take all of 

those channels of information and then we run our processing and we 

put that together into a report. 

Kerry: Let’s talk about some examples. You work with a lot of clients who use 

this information to benefit their brands. What kinds of results have you 

seen?  

Dr. Marci: We work in a variety of areas. We have five practice areas. One is 

advertising, where we work with some of the largest CPG companies 

and increasingly automobile and financial services companies to 

optimize their television ads where, as you know, people still spend a 

lot of money. They’re expensive to create and they’re expensive to put 

on air, so getting that right is really important and we work at early 

and late stage. 

 The next area that we do a lot of work on is packaging. If a client 

wants to refresh a package they will use us to look at their existing 

package, maybe compare that to some competitors, and then some 

new designs. Again, with a goal to see which ones are emotionally 

resonating and will connect with their consumers. 
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 We also have a media practice where we’ll work with big media 

companies to evaluate their program content or to look at some of the 

more leading edge questions. For example, “What is like when viewers 

are distracted?” People are watching TV, that’s primary stream, we’ll 

recruit participants and give them a smartphone or a tablet and say, 

“Do whatever you would do at home,” and then we’ll monitor when 

they look up to the first screen, when they look back to the second 

screen, what they’re doing on that second screen, and what the impact 

on advertising is. 

 Then we also have a custom practice where we do blue sky research 

where we might look at everything from driver stress to day in the life 

studies where people are navigating their world at home and where 

they touch point with different brands. 

 So lots of different types of studies, we’re never bored here at Nielsen 

Consumer Neuroscience.  

Kerry: If you were, an alarm would go off somewhere because of that chest 

belt you wear that indicates boredom.  

 One of the things that the data suggests is that there is some 

correlation between screen size and levels of emotional engagement. 

How does this work in the era of mobile if we are more emotionally 

engaged with larger screens but we’re spending so much of our time 

looking at tiny screens?  

Dr. Marci: That’s a great question, and it’s a question that comes up fairly 

frequently. We’ve been doing a lot of research in this area. It’s not as 

big of an effect as you might imagine. We’re not saying that when 

people watch TV they’re 10 times more emotionally engaged than 

when they’re on their smartphone. I like to say that people engage 

with the content they’re engaging with. In other words, when you’re 

really focused on content and you’re giving it your full attention and 

going on that emotional journey, it doesn’t look that different 

regardless of what device you’re on. 

 That said, there are very important differences that marketers need to 

keep in mind. For example, on the television when the ads come on 
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they tend to come on in a series, they tend to be uninterrupted, and 

then you go back to the program content. But when you’re online you 

might have one ad as a preroll or there might be one ad inserted along 

the way. Same thing when you’re on your phone. When you’re on a PC 

or a tablet there may be other things wrapped around that window 

where your content is that can be very distracting. Back on the phone 

it’s taking over the whole screen again.  

 In a way the phone and the TV begin to look very similar in terms of 

screen takeover, however the device is smaller. So one little takeaway 

that when I tell you will be obvious but that marketers don’t always 

think about is that you have copy in your ad and when it’s on a phone 

it may be very hard to read compared to when it’s on a 42 inch screen 

in someone’s living room. 

Kerry: And a lot of people just wouldn’t bother, they’ll probably just minimize 

it, skip it, or put it down and wait. 

Dr. Marci: What we see in the eye-tracking is that when it’s on a TV you can 

literally see viewers go from left to right and read through. Say there’s 

one phrase or sentence on a screen. When it’s the phone they tend to 

just stare at the center and wait for it to pass by. 

Kerry: Just ignore the text.  

Dr. Marci: Just zone out. 

Kerry: I’m the queen of zoning out when I’m looking at my phone, especially 

since I look at my phone and I have the TV on too. I think increasingly 

that’s the case. 

 What about things like double box ad formats, do they make a 

difference? 

Dr. Marci: We did a fair amount of work on this with Fox Sports. It was inspired 

by NASCAR racing. If you think about NASCAR as a televised event, 

there are no natural ad breaks, it’s a continuous race and it’s a long 

race. Some of the executives there had an idea of what’s called double 

box, which is periodically take a screen within a screen and show the 
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advertising, but keep the race going in a smaller screen. Then you 

have this wrap, this real estate on the screen where you can put some 

additional branding.  

 We did a series of studies that we’ve presented at various conferences 

where we were able to show that viewers loved this. And not just in 

NASCAR – we did it in college football, we did it in baseball, and a 

variety of sports. Viewers were given a choice, now they can either 

look at the advertising or the content. There were more brand 

impressions because now you have this wrap and there’s additional 

branding. Interestingly, people were more engaged throughout the ad 

pod because of that choice.  

 We see all the time when you give people choice when they’re bored 

they’ll go to one thing and when they get bored with that they go to 

another. You mentioned having your phone while you’re watching TV. 

When do you look at your smartphone? Typically when you’re bored 

with what’s on TV, waiting for an engaging moment to come back. We 

use media to regulate our emotions all the time.  

 It was a great success from a research perspective and I think we’ll be 

seeing more of it. The challenge from a production perspective is now 

the poor folks in the production booth no longer get a coffee break 

when the ad pod comes, they have to continuously make more 

content. Then it turns out that you can’t put just anything up there, 

you actually have to be thoughtful because if it’s too engaging you will 

pull viewers away.  

 There are still some things to work out, but that’s a great example of 

how television is evolving. The traditional ad pod is probably going to 

evolve quite a bit over the next few years as there is more and more 

competition for the hearts and minds of viewers. 

Kerry: Your company is the go-to source for analytics about Super Bowl ads, 

right?  

Dr. Marci: That’s right.  
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Kerry: How is that changing? Because what we’re seeing now is people 

sometimes only watch the Super Bowl, they’ll watch them on YouTube 

or somewhere else the next day. Do they really work if you just take a 

Super Bowl from the way it’s formatted for TV and put it on some 

other channel like YouTube? 

Dr. Marci: It’s a great question. We’ve now been studying the Super Bowl for 

going on eight years. We have a variety of ways in which we approach 

the Super Bowl, but every year there is a component where we bring 

people into an environment, we have them bring a friend, it’s a party-

like atmosphere, and we’ll put biometrics belts or devices on them. We 

used to serve beer. I don’t know if Nielsen will let us do that, but it 

was one beer per quarter.  

 We’ve learned a lot about how people consume Super Bowl 

advertising. I’ll give you one statistic that I think might put this in 

perspective. In 2008, which was the first year we did the Super Bowl, 

it was also the first year that all 50 national spots were put online. 

There was a company called MySpace, you may remember them, they 

were first place that all of the ads were hosted. We collected data on 

the Super Bowl and we realized we could track over a nine month 

period when these ads were on MySpace how many views and 

comments they had.  

 We were able to predict with the biometric emotional measures the 

number of views and comments those ads had over time online. To 

answer your question a little bit, people’s emotion at time one actually 

held up pretty well over a multi-month period.  

 What’s happening now, if you go back to last year, the Friday before 

the Super Bowl even aired there were already 55 million views of the 

ads. What the internet has done is actually extended forward and 

beyond the big event and created more opportunities for people to see 

these ads.  

 Now, your question was is there a difference between the heavy 

moment of the game and this big event that 100,000,000 tune in to 

watch and then seeing it online. We do see some differences, but it’s 
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not quite as dramatic as you might think. Engaging content can 

engage in a variety of environments.  

Kerry: If you’re a marketer listening to this, let’s say you’re in the B-to-B 

space and you have this really length sales cycle, a complex offering, 

it’s not typically what you would consider an emotional product, how 

can a brand like that use the insights from consumer neuroscience to 

improve their business results?  

Dr. Marci: That’s a great question. I think there a couple of things. One, you have 

to think about all of your client or potential customer touch points, 

whether that’s your website, your business card, any print materials 

you have that you might leave behind, your PowerPoint decks. All of 

that needs to use some of the principles that we talk about every day 

with our clients; which is you have to tell a story, you have to focus on 

benefits not features, you want to take people on a journey and end 

with an emotional payoff, whether that’s a big benefit, you want to 

surprise and delight, and you want to make sure that your brand or (in 

the case of B-to-B) the value proposition is well articulated 

throughout. 

 These are things we see every day. Then of course, most importantly, 

that there is some emotional follow-through throughout the 

experience, whether that’s using faces or images or video. All of these 

things are known to have more emotional component than just words 

on a page.  

Kerry: Dr. Marci, where can people learn more about you, more about 

consumer neuroscience, and more about the work that you’re doing? 

Dr. Marci: I invite people to take a look at our website at Innerscope.com, which 

is the company that I founded in 2006. The website is still active and 

there are tons of examples there. We are building a new website 

within the Nielsen world that will have a lot of that content. 

 I invite people also to look at the NMSBA, it’s the Neuromarketing 

Science and Business Association, an industry body that is dedicated 

to consumer neuroscience and promoting it but also educating folks 

about its value. 

http://www.innerscoperesearch.com/
http://www.nmsba.com/
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 And then I invite anyone to reach out either through email or to call 

me, and I’m happy to direct people to the right resources. And I’m on 

Twitter @CMbiometrics.  

Kerry: Great. Thanks so much for talking with me. Now I’m going to 

thoroughly analyze every decision I make regarding purchasing.  

Dr. Marci: Kerry, you asked some great questions and I appreciate your interest. 

Kerry: For more information about Dr. Carl Marci and about consumer 

neuroscience visit Innerscope.com. You can also follow Dr. Marci on 

Twitter @CMbiometrics.  

 Thanks for listening here to the very end. This has been the Marketing 

Smarts Podcast, brought to you by MarketingProfs. I’m your host Kerry 

O’Shea Gorgone. Talk with you next week.   

https://twitter.com/cmbiometrics
http://innerscoperesearch.com/
https://twitter.com/cmbiometrics

